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A skeletal arm protruding from the rubble of a seventy-year old building jump starts a case for LAPD detective Van Taylor. A bullet
hole in the skull of the remains puts Van's retirement plans on hold. Under the skeleton is a weathered wooden box. A brass
plaque on the box bears the name Artimus Design. Van and his wife, Kathy, both avid vintage auto-racing fans, recognize the
Artimus name as a famous racecar manufacturer. Van eagerly delves into the investigation unaware of the dangerous path he and
Kathy will face. As Van explores the fascinating world of early American racing he finds that Artimus, the genius behind the fastest
racing cars of the 1920s and 30s, was duped into designing a radical racing car and creating a box with a secret that could help
the German war effort. When he is brutally attacked by a drug-crazed gang, he realizes there is more to the mystery than he
thought. The investigation leads Van to present day murder, greed, and betrayal. When his wife is kidnapped and held hostage in
exchange for the box, Van is pushed to the limit. Buckle your seat belt as Van races to save his wife and solve the seventy-year
old mystery.
This volume documents exhaustively for the first time Edmond Charles Genet's dramatic challenges to American neutrality and
Jefferson's diplomatic and political responses. After welcoming Genet's arrival as the harbinger of closer relations between the
American and French republics, Jefferson becomes increasingly distressed by the French minister's defiance of the Washington
administration's ban on the outfitting of French privateers in American ports, the enlistment of American citizens in French service,
and the exercise of admiralty jurisdiction by French consuls in American ports. Although the Supreme Court declines to advise the
executive branch on neutrality questions that Jefferson prepares with the President and the Cabinet, he helps to formulate a set of
neutrality rules to meet Genet's challenge. Unable to convince the impetuous French envoy to adopt a more moderate course,
Jefferson works in the Cabinet to bring about Genet's recall so as to preserve friendly relations with France and minimize political
damage to the Republican party, in which he takes a more active role to prevent the Federalists from capitalizing on Genet's
defiance of the President. Grappling with the threat of war with Spain, Jefferson involves himself equivocally in a diplomatically
explosive plan by Genet to liberate Louisiana from Spanish rule. In this volume Jefferson also plays a decisive role in resolving a
dispute over the design of the Capitol and plans agricultural improvements at Monticello in preparation for his retirement to private
life.

"Report of the Dominion fishery commission on the fisheries of the province of Ontario, 1893", issued as vol. 26, no. 7,
supplement.
Renée Sweeney will do whatever it takes to keep a roof over the heads of Detroit's street kids. Even if it means stepping
in front of a ten-ton wrecking ball aimed at their temporary home. And especially if it means clashing with gorgeous
corporate cowboy Duke Dalton. To Duke, the blue-eyed blonde seems more like an angel than a social worker. Until he
discovers a group of runaways camping out in his warehouse! The Tulsa businessman came to set up shop in a new
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town, not provide free housing for the masses. But Renée and the kids are making him rethink his bottom line…and what
the spirit of the Christmas season really means. Now this cowboy Santa is looking to give Renée—and her young
charges—a gift straight from his heart!
From the medical sheets in maternity wards to our death certificates, paper charts the course of our lives. Paradoxically, it spreads ideas and
learning as well as thousands of tons of junk mail, yet our dependence on this material is damaging our planet and creating mountains of
unnecessary waste. Mandy Haggith explores our society's obsession with paper, from its invention in China 2000 years ago to the millions of
tonnes we now use every year. Following the paper trail around the world, Mandy discovers the human stories of those affected by the
industry, from a Russian ecologist, a Finnish logger and Indonesian tribal leaders, to a Canadian publisher and a Vietnamese paper
technologist. In the process, she uncovers the paper industry's dirtiest secrets and sets out simple, practical steps we can take to minimise
our own personal use of 20 tonnes of paper over our lifetime.
Samuel Martin is not afflicted with the wanderlust that teenage boys growing into young men in isolated areas in isolated times so often are.
Samuel has no desire to break out of the isolation of the remote rural farm town he was born into and see the world. He wants nothing more
than to be the third generation patriarch on the farm of his ancestors, living on the land he loves in company with the family he loves. He is
just facing the problem of finding the one girl he wants to share his love and life with. He thinks he has found that girl in the form of the
beautiful, enigmatic young prostitute girl who hides her early life and hides herself behind the flowery contrived name of Clarinda. The girl
shares her body with him but never shares her real name. Neither does she share the love she is incapable of returning. Samuel loves the girl
recklessly and beyond the point of caution. In the process he learns that loving recklessly and beyond caution can invert and disrupt your life
the way following any passion recklessly can. He also learns that life is what happens to you when you had other plans.
In Margaret Coel's latest Wind River Reservation mystery, Arapaho attorney Vicky Holden and Father John O'Malley find themselves
immersed in the dark underbelly of the illegal market for Indian relics.
Supplement to 3d ed. called Selected characteristics of occupations (physical demands, working conditions, training time) issued by Bureau
of Employment Security.

Lost Trails of the Cimarron is Harry Chrisman's folk history of nineteenth-century Cimarron country - southwestern
Kansas, southeastern Colorado, and the neutral strip of Oklahoma and the Texas Panhandle. Buffalo hunters entered the
area in violation of the Medicine Lodge Treaty, followed by cowboys and settlers who formed a vast economy based on
grass and beef, the beginnings of prominent cattle ranches such as the Westmoreland-Hitch Outfit. Chrisman details the
history of the outlaws and ruffians of "No Man's Land" and trail drives to Dodge City and beyond. Numerous illustrations
accompany the anecdotes and stories of various frontier personalities. A new foreword by Jim Hoy also appears in this
edition.
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